Rules for ACM-ICPC 2012 Asia Regional
Dhaka Site Online Preliminary Contest
ADDITIONAL RULES

(a) Universities which have quota of \( n \) teams in Dhaka regional contest can implicitly select floor\((n/2)\) teams by themselves (Group B) who will qualify for Dhaka Regional provided these teams participate and submit solutions in Dhaka regional online preliminary contest. But they have to provide the relative preference order (List A) of their teams. The other ceil\((n/2)\) teams (Group A) must solve at least one problem in the preliminary contest to be in Dhaka Regional. The teams in Group A must be registered for the main event along with teams in Group B. In other words Universities cannot only register the teams in Group B for the main event. If universities do not want to register all the teams then size of Group B cannot be greater than size of group A. If all teams from a university solves zero problems in the preliminary contest then the top team in List A will qualify for the main event.

Example:
Suppose an university X has a quota of 5 teams for Dhaka regional. Eight teams from the university participates and they are TEAMA, TEAMB, TEAMC, TEAMD, TEAME, TEAMF, TEAMG, TEAMH and their relative ranking is (top to bottom):

TEAMG
TEAMB
TEAMF
TEAMA
TEAMC
TEAMD
TEAMH
TEAME

And suppose the order of all the teams given by the university X is:

TEAMA
TEAMB
TEAMC
TEAMD
TEAME
TEAMF
TEAMG
TEAMH
Then Group A contains TEAMG, TEAMB, TEAMF and Group B contains TEAMA and TEAMC. If universities do not provide relative order of their teams during registration of preliminary contest then only the result of preliminary contest will decide the selected teams.

The quota for each university will be published on November 11, 2012.

(b) Universities who attended world finals in last 5 years (2008-2012) will get one extra slot.
(c) Universities with at least 1 team in top 10 will get two extra slots.
(d) RCD and Judging Panel can alter these rules if and when required
(e) No university will get more than 10 teams even if the rules above allow them that.

------------------------------------------ End of Additional Rule -----------------------------------------